In order for activity recognition systems to be implemented in real world scenarios such as health and wellness monitoring, the activity sensing modality must unobtrusively fit the human environment rather than forcing humans to adhere to sensor specific conditions. In this paper, we propose an a set of techniques which allow us to carry out automatic activity recognition using only very minor sensor placement conditions. Modern smart phones represent a ubiquitous computing device which has gone through mainstream adoption and we therefore focus on activity recognition techniques which can adapt to the most common on-body phone placement locations. We describe a set of orientation independent features, a set of techniques which identifies the location of the sensor and an activity classification framework which automatically adapts to the detected location.
Introduction
Monitoring the quantity, quality and variety of physical activity of the elderly and patients with particular chronic diseases can be a key component in identifying deviations from normal functional profiles and providing feedback on interventions aimed at improving health. However, in order for these activity monitoring systems to be implemented in real world scenarios such as health and wellness monitoring, the activity sensing modality must unobtrusively fit the human environment rather than forcing humans to adhere to sensor specific conditions. One potential unobtrusive modality which is already being used naturally in the human environment is the mobile phone. Previous studies have shown that mobile phones can be successfully used in health and wellness management [12] . Modern mobile phones have recently begun to incorporate diverse and potentially powerful sensors. There have been many studies on developing activity recognition systems using a phone, or single motion sensor, but most of these works assume the motion signals are recorded from a known fixed device location and orientation [2] [9] [4] . This means that limitations and/or specific conditions are forced on the user of the system. Requiring users to use their phone in a manner that is un-natural for them could result in low adherence/participation in the activity monitoring application. The alternative is to allow users to use their phones in a completely natural manner where the phone may be placed at whatever position and orientation they like. Activity monitoring applications must therefore be developed to automatically adapt to these natural usage conditions. A number of works deal with the problem of sensor displacement, or slippage, during physical activity recognition. These include the work of Bayati et al. [1] , Kunze et al. [8] and Forster et al. [3] . These work propose techniques to automatically adapt to sensor displacement and slippage when sensors are mounted on specific body parts and while these methods performed well, they still required mounting of sensors on specific body parts. Lester at al. [10] conducted preliminary studies into the effect different sensor placement scenarios had on the overall outcome of an activity recognition system. Classifiers were trained and tested from data collected from sensors strapped to the waist, wrist and shoulder. Results showed that the system was able to identify the activity, with 85% accuracy, independent of the location of the sensor. One downside to this work is that there is still an element of invasiveness due to the fact that the sensors need to be mounted on the different locations with straps. In one of the most promising works on non-invasive activity sensing, Henpraserttae et al. [5] propose orientation and location independent techniques. Two experiments were carried out. The first was based on recognizing activities from a sensor at a fixed location at any orientation while the second was based on recognizing activities at any location at a fixed orientation. It is unclear how this system would perform when subjected to arbitrary orientations and locations at the same time. Accuracy measures of 90% are reported when testing the classification system on 6 activities at different orientations and positions. In this paper, we propose a set of techniques for smart-phone activity recognition which can automatically adapt to different orientation and position conditions.
Methods

Motion Sensing
In this study we use a Samsung Nexus S smartphone running the Android 2.3 operating system. The Nexus S has a built in 3 axis accelerometer which measures linear acceleration in all three spatial dimensions which we denote as A x , A y and A z . The signals detected by the accelerometer during human activity vary depending on the position and orientation of the accelerometer on the body. Therefore, in natural mobile phone usage scenarios, it is difficult to develop accurate classification models to recognize activities from the raw accelerometer data alone. The first step we take to overcome this problem is to transform the acceleration signal to an orientation independent format (Position independence is accounted for later in the classification process). Orientation independence is first achieved by accurately detecting the phones orientation. Using the orientation, the acceleration co-ordinates are rotated to compute vertical and horizontal acceleration values, A v and A h respectively, which are relative to gravity. The accuracy of orientation estimation can be greatly improved with the introduction of a gyroscope. We denoted Gyroscope rotation around the X, Y and Z axis as G x , G y and G z respectively. A Kalman filter is used to calculate orientation angles θ and ϕ by measuring orientation from the gyroscope and utilizing the accelerometer to minimize any drift error that the gyroscope creates. In order to describe the orientation of the device in a consistent format we must use an alternative to the Euler angle measurements θ and ϕ due to ambiguities which are inherent in Euler angles. We use quaternions as the orientation descriptor due to the fact that they do not have the ambiguities that Euler angles have. We define q = {q w , q x , q y , q z } as the quaternion representation of the device orientation. A rotation matrix R θϕ is then computed from the orientation quaternion and the global acceleration coordinates are then defined asĀ = A × R θϕ , where A = {A x , A y , A z }. The acceleration vectorĀ now represents acceleration relative to gravity. The vertical component of the acceleration A v can now be defined as A v =Ā y . Since we do not use any yaw information, we have no idea of which direction the phone is pointing on the horizontal plane and therefore cannot disambiguate the remaining signals,Ā x andĀ y , into dorsoventral and mediolateral (forward and sideward) directions. We must therefore combine these signals into a single horizontal acceleration component
Using the same process, we compute vertical and horizontal rotational velocity components G v and G h respectively. We define the overall magnitude of the acceleration as
and the overall magnitude of the angular velocity as
Feature Extraction
In order to measure the users activity at a given time t, a sliding window system is used. With time t being the center point of the window, a number of different features are extracted from windows of different lengths in order to capture information on activities of different durations. In preliminary studies for this work, we evaluated different features at different window lengths to decide on window lengths which produced the most discriminative features. Features and windows sizes were chosen based on preliminarily classification performance tests. Using the Accelerometer, Gyroscope and Orientation signals, we calculate a set of features as described in Table 1   Table 1 . Activity Features
Dif f (q, q stand ) 128 * Sensor Sampling Rate = 50Hz Correlation between vertical and horizontal acceleration is important for identifying stair climbing (Walking will have a higher correlation when compared to Stair climbing due to more vertical accelerations).
The final set of features in Table 1 are orientation features and are related to discriminating between activities with little or no movement such as sitting and standing. In order to discriminate between sitting and standing, for example, we cannot simply use the raw orientation of the phone as the feature. This is due to the fact that the user may wear the phone at any orientation and we therefore have no constant reference point as to what orientation refers to standing and what refers to sitting. In order to overcome this problem, we use a dynamic reference point which we denote as q stand . The dynamic reference point is a quaternion which is automatically updated to represent the current best estimate of a standing orientation. The technique we use to update q stand will be discussed in a later section. We calculate the difference between the current quaternion q and the reference quaternion q stand as follows:
The feature ∆Dif f (q, q stand ) refers to the rate of change of the difference between the current quaternion q and the reference quaternion q stand over the period of a feature window. Similarly, the feature Dif f (q, q stand ) refers to the mean difference between the current quaternion q and the reference quaternion q stand over the period of a feature window. However, finding the mean of a set of rotational-quaternion observations is not a trivial task as is with finding the mean of a Euclidean vector. The method used to find the mean of a Euclidean vector does not work for quaternions for two main reasons. Firstly, it ignores antipodal symmetry meaning that the same rotation can be represented by two data points, q or −q. Secondly, the Euclidean mean will not compute quaternions of unit length. A possible solution to this would be to renormalize the result to lie on the sphere but this cannot be done in quaternion space as carrying this out for two antipodal samples would produce a zero mean. Instead, we calculate the mean by finding a unit quaternion that minimizes the squared distance between it and all the data points using a method proposed by Johnson [6] . In order to find the mean of a set of quaternions q 1 , ..., q n we perform the follow steps: (1) Let matrix Q = {q 1 , ..., q n }, where each quaternion q i is a column vector. (2) Compute S = QQ T , where S is a 4 × 4 matrix. (3) Compute eigenvectors e and eigenvalues a for matrix S. (4) Let e 1 be the eigenvector with corresponding maximum eigenvalue a 1 . The eigenvector e 1 represents a 4 × 1 column vector. We convert this back to a quaternion q Avg which represents the average of the set of quaternions Q. The overall set of features, F t , for time t is then defined as F t = {f 1 t , ..., f 31 t }. Where f n t is the n th feature, as defined in Table 1 , calculated from data signals captured at time t.
Activity Classification
In this work we use a set of 7 activities as the basis to test our classification framework. The 7 chosen activities are as follows: (1) Standing (SN), (2) Sitting (ST), (3) Transition Down (TD), (4) Transition Up (TU), (5) Stairs Up (SU) (6) Stairs Down (SD) and (7) Walking (W). We chose these activities due to our overall application goal which is to accurately assess the patterns of daily activity of patients. One of the most important aspects of this is identifying sedentary behavior, therefore the need to distinguish between walking, standing and sitting/lying is important. Detecting changes in stair usage could also be key in identify loss or gain of physical function. We introduce the activities, 'Transition Up' and 'Transition Down' as transitional activities which will help us improve the accuracy of distinguishing between sitting or standing. In particular, when the phone is positioned on the torso, there may be situations where no discriminatory features are available to distinguish between 'Sitting' and 'Standing'. The use of these transitional activities introduce temporal cues which can be taken advantage of in a post-processing stage to improve classifications. We utilize a HMM based temporal smoothing technique as a post-processing stage which we discuss in the temporal smoothing section. The selection of these 7 activities is also consistent with other works in the area. For example, in one of the recent activity recognition works Kawaguchi [7] , 6 activities were used.
The overall goal of the work is to classify the current activity of the user, independent of how and where the phone is positioned on the person. As discussed in the Motion Sensing section, orientation independence is achieved by computing robust vertical and horizontal acceleration and rotation signals. However, while a phone may be placed at any orientation, users may also position the phone at different locations on the body. A classification system must therefore be able to recognize activities regardless of where the phone is located. The main problem with this is that due to the nature of human biomechanics, motion features, including orientation independent features, can differ hugely depending on where the phone is located. Features for the same activity, recorded from different sensor positions, would produce a highly variable data set. Training a classifier on these features would then result in a weak recognition system due to the over generalized features. While the main goal of this work is to identify a set of activity recognition techniques that do not require the imposing of restrictions on the user, one restriction/assumption we make in this work is that the phone must carried on the person and not in an external storage place such as a bag. The most common phone positions on a person include trouser, jacket and shirt pockets. However, we have found that these positions can be sub-classified into lower body and torso. We observed that sub-classifying into these two areas still produce discriminative feature sets when the vertical and horizontal signals are used. For example, during periods of activity, different sensors placed at different locations on the torso will produce similar vertical and horizontal acceleration signals. Similarly, different sensors placed at different locations on the lower body will also produce similar vertical and horizontal accelerations. Conversely, motion signals from a torso sensor and a lower body sensor are very different. If we can detect whether the phone is located on the torso or the lower body, we can then apply lower body or torso specific classification algorithms. The fact that motion signals from the torso and lower body differ during periods of activity can be used to our advantage in order to detect the phones location. We detect the location of the phone by training a single classifier to discriminate between the activities: 'Torso Walking', 'Lower Body Walking' and 'Other'. The goal here is to detect not only if a walking activity is occurring, but also is it a walking signal recorded from a phone placed on the torso or the lower body. If an 'Other' activity is detected then it is assumed that the position of the phone has not changed since the last phone location detected and a location specific classifier is used to detect what the 'Other' activity is.
When a 'Walking' activity is detected, an additional step relating to the feature extraction is carried out. In the Feature Extraction section, we discuss a set of orientation specific features that utilize a dynamic reference point, q stand , which is a representation of a standing orientation. If a 'Walking' activity is detected then we know the user must be in a standing position. We can therefore use the orientation signals during the 'Walking' period in order to compute a representation of a standing orientation. The standing orientation, q stand , is calculated by analyzing all features since the current walking activity was first detected in order to find a 0.25 second window with the lowest acceleration variation. We perform this analysis in order to find the most stable stance phase during the walking period between each heel strike and toe off. This process is particularly important when the user has placed the phone on the lower body as the stance phase of a walking gait is the period which most resembles a lower body standing posture. Using the window with the lowest acceleration variation, q stand is then defined as the average quaternion from all orientations within that window using the quaternion averaging method discussed in the Feature Extraction section. Figure 1 shows an overview of this classification framework. Although not evaluated in this paper, situations in which the phone is being used by the user for standard phone based functions could cause errors in the classification due to random movement of the phone in the users' hand. These situations can be easily detected based on applications in use on the phone. If it is detected, for example, that the screen has been turned on by the user or they are interacting with other software on the phone, then the activity classification process can simply be paused until no user interaction is detected on the phone.
Temporal Smoothing
The classification process described thus far is a process of analyzing and identifying a discrete feature vector inde- Figure 1 . Overall Activity Classification Process pendent of any activities which have occurred in the past or may occur in the near future. Since human activities occur in a temporal sequence, certain temporal restrictions are placed on the order a set of activities can occur in. For example, if a persons current activity is 'Sitting' then it unlikely that the next activity will be 'Stairs Up'. It is more likely that a sequence of 'Transition Up', 'Walking' then 'Stairs Up' occurs. We can use these types of temporal constraints to further improve the overall accuracy of the activity classifications.
In this work, we utilize a Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to model activity sequences [11] . Each hidden state, s, represents an actual activity being performed while each observed symbol, O, represents the activity classified by framework described above in the Activity Classification section. Given a sequence of classified activities, the Viterbi Algorithm is used to identify the most probable sequence of activities which best explain the classified activities. Figure 2 illustrate the HMM used in this work, where the transition probabilities are denoted on each transition arrow. Output probabilities were calculated from confusion matrices attained during performance evaluations which are described in the Evaluation section below. For example, if 5% of 'Standing' activities were misclassified as 'Sitting', then we define the probability of observing 'Sitting' in the 'Standing' state as 0.05 (i.e. b Standing (Sitting) = 0.05). Transition probabilities are calculated based on the counting of transitions between activities in the evaluation data set which is discussed below. 
Evaluation
Data Set
In order to evaluate the activity recognition techniques, we recorded data from 6 subjects, performing the 7 different activities, using two phones per subject. For each subject, one phone was placed somewhere on the torso and one phone is placed on the lower body. For each subject the orientation and positioning of the phones were varied (i.e. phone was switched between left and right pocket on trousers, and, if multiple pockets were available on torso clothing, the phone was also switched between these). Torso position varied the most due to more varied pocket positions of upper body clothing. In order to collect a labeled set of activity data to train and test the different models, we developed a 'Remote Labeler' App for an Android Phone. The Remote Labeler communicates over Bluetooth with the Sensor phone worn by the subject. A researcher controls the 'Remote Labeler' while monitoring the subject performing the different activities in a natural manner. The researcher presses pre-set activity buttons when the subject performs one of the corresponding pre-determined activities. The 'Remote Labeler' App then sends these labels to the Sensor App, and the Sensor App logs these labels, defined as L t , along with the sensor features F t . We extracted features from the data set at intervals of 0.25 seconds (i.e. 4 classifications per second). A total of 3 hours of data was collected across all subjects. With the average time for each activity as follows: Walking=13mins, Sitting=3mins, Standing=6mins, Stairs Up=3mins,Stairs Down= 3mins,Transition Up=1min,Transition Down=1min. It should be noted that we do not combine data collected from both phones to make a single classification. We utilize two phones in the data collection in order to objectively evaluate the performance of detecting phone position and detecting activities independent of phone position.
Classification Model Comparison
We perform a set of preliminary experiments in order to identify a suitable model for the classification of data from a phone with unconstrained placement conditions. In order to test the different classification models, we use a leave one subject out (LOSO) cross validation protocol. Each model is trained on data from 5 of the subjects and then tested on the data from the remaining subject. This is repeated for all combinations of subjects for both the upper and lower body data. We present the average recognition performance. During our evaluation, we also consider speed and ability for real time execution. The final recognition system will be implemented on a mobile device and it is therefore important to consider the computational intensity of the classification models. Complex algorithms will take longer to execute on a mobile device and will negatively affect battery consumption. Table 2 details the different performance measures achieved from 5 different classification models. For each classifier type, overall Accuracy, Precision and Recall are calculated based on a weighted average of the individual activity classifier performances. It can be seen the the Decision Tree performs significantly better than other classifiers. The Decision Tree correctly classifies 91% of the feature windows, while only the Bayes Network comes close to this performance with an Accuracy of 75%, which is still significantly less than the performance of the Decision Tree. As expected, the Decision Tree also performs best in terms of computation time with an average classification time of 0.04 seconds. These results also show the robustness of the orientation independent features. Each model was tested on data collected from a different subject wearing a phone with different pocket positions and orientations. Even with these variable and relatively uncontrolled conditions, the Decision Tree is still able to correctly classify 91% of the orientation independent features.
Evaluation of Overall Framework
In this section we will discuss evaluations carried out to test the performance of the overall activity recognition system when subjected to different orientation and phone placement scenarios.
Position Classification
As can be seen from the visualization of the proposed classification process in Figure 1 , the first classification task that is required is a position classification in order to identify whether a walking activity is being performed and if the phone is positioned on the torso or the lower body. In order to carry this out, a C4.5 decision tree is trained to discriminate between three activity classes: (1) Walking-Lower Body Position (WL), (2) Walking-Torso Position (WT) and (3) Not Walking (NW). The position classification decision tree is trained using a leave one subject out (LOSO) cross validation protocol. The model is trained using all but one subject and then tested on the remaining subject. This is carried out for all combinations of subject and the average performance results are presented.
For each training step, we define the WT features as the set of all features which have been labeled as 'Walking' and have been recorded on the phone placed on the torso: Γ W T = {F i |∀i ∈ F, Label = W T }. Similarly, the WL features are defined as: Γ W L = {F i |∀i ∈ F, Label = W L}. Finally, the NW features are defined as the set of all features which are not a Walking activity:
A decision tree is then generated using the C4.5 algorithm in order to distinguish between the three feature sets Γ W T , Γ W L and Γ N W . We then test the ability of the decision tree to discriminate between unseen features using data from the remaining subject which was not used in the training. Test features sets are extracted from the remaining subject and each feature is classified by the decision tree and the result is then compared to the ground truth label. Table  3 gives an overview of the performance of the classifier when identifying the position of the phone. It can be seen that, regardless of the unconstrained positioning and orientation conditions used during the data collect, the system performs well at identifying a walking activity and, more specifically, the position of the phone during that walking activity.
The classifier incorrectly classifies walking activities as non-walking activities 4.9% and 8.7% of the time when the phone is positioned on the lower body and torso respectively. One of the major goals of this work is to develop a classification process that can adapt to different phone positions. This position independence relies on accurate identification of the position of the phone. While falsely identifying a walking activity as a non-walking activity will not have a major impact on the overall performance, incorrectly classifying WT as WL, or WL as WT, will cause the system to use an incorrect classification process for other activities in future frames and will have an overall negative impact on the performance of the system. From the experiments it can be seen that the classifier very rarely identifies the incorrect position during a walking activity. During walking activities, the classifier incorrectly identifies the wrong position only 0.9% and 1.1% of the time when the phone is positioned on the lower body and torso respectively. Another important factor to analyze in these results is falsely identifying a walking activity when no walking activity is taking place (i.e. classifying an NW as WL or WT). From the results it can be seen that, during NW activities, the system incorrectly classifies the activity as WL and WT 3.8% and 2.3% of the time respectively. At first glance these may seem to be a poor results when compared to the 0.9% and 1.1% discussed above, but, further analysis is required to understand how this will affect the identification of the phones position. We need to also take into account the position of the phone during the NW activity. For example, if an NW activity was recorded from a phone positioned on the lower body and it was incorrectly classified as WT, then it would have a negative effect on the overall system performance as the system would be basing future classifications on an incorrect phone position. Further analysis of the results revealed that only 0.6% of NW activities, recorded from the torso, were incorrectly identified as WL. Similarly, only 1.0% of NW activities, recorded from the lower body, were incorrectly identified as WT. These results indicate that, even though there are some errors in the classification process, the identification of the phone location is robust with only 1% of the classified positions being incorrect.
Activity Classification
Based on our proposed classification process, if a walking activity is identified during the position classification stage then the phones' position is set and the representation of a standing orientation is computed and updated. On the other hand, if a NW activity is identified then a further classification stage is required. Depending on the most recent phone position detected, one of two classifiers is used to identify the current activity. In this section we evaluate the performance of the two position specific classifiers. Both classifiers are trained to recognize the following activities:
(1) Standing (SN), (2) Sitting (ST), (3) Transition Down (TD), (4) Transition Up (TU), (5) Stairs Up (SU) and (6) Stairs Down (SD). The Torso specific classifier is trained on data collected from the phone positioned on the torso only. Similarly, the Lower Body specific classifier is trained on data collected from the phone positioned on the lower body only. A LOSO cross validation protocol is used to evaluate the models, where each model is trained on 5 subjects and tested on the remaining subject. This is repeated for all combinations of subjects and the average performance results are presented. Table 4 details the performance of the Torso and Lower Body specific classifiers. Results indicate that, even under the very unconstrained and varied conditions used during our data collection, both classifiers perform well at identifying the different activities. The lower body classifier achieves an overall Precision and Recall of 0.890 and 0.892 respectively while the torso classifier achieves an overall Precision and Recall of 0.815 and 0.815 respectively.
Overall Classification With Temporal Smooth-
ing All evaluations which have been described thus far were carried out to test individual components of our proposed classification process. The final evaluation, discussed in this Section, was carried out to test how all components of this process, including the HMM smoothing discussed in Section 2.4, perform when they are combined into a single recognition framework. In order to test the overall classification process, we collected an additional set of activity data from each of the 6 subjects. Each performed the 7 different activities in a natural manner in any order. On average, 274 seconds of continuous data was collected for each subject (Walking: 123s, Standing: 56s, Sitting: 28s, StairsUp: 24s, StairsDown: 22s, TransitionUp: 11s, TransitionDown: 10s). During these activities each subject carried a single phone and changed the position of the phone from torso to lower body. As with the previous data collection scenarios, a researcher monitored the subject and labeled the data using the 'Remote Labeler' App. The position classifier and the two position specific activity classifiers were trained on the same data sets as described in the Position Classification and Activity Classification evaluations in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 respectively. The overall classifier was evaluated using a LOSO protocol where each subject was tested on classifiers trained on data from the remaining 5 other subjects. The average performance amoung all 6 subjects is presented.
Features were extracted from the recorded motion signals and each feature vector was classified using the framework illustrated in Figure 1 . For each feature vector, its corresponding classification, o t , was appended to a classification vector O = {o 1 , ..., o t }. When the length of the classification vector reached 480 classifications (i.e every 2 minutes), the classification vector was applied to the HMM by performing the Viterbi Algorithm on it. The output of the Viterbi Algorithm is then interpreted as the most probable sequence of activities for that 2 minute window. The activities identified by the HMM smoothing, as well as the activities identified by the first classification stage, were then compared to the ground truth labels in order to evaluate the performance of our framework. Table 5 details the precision and recall ratings achieved from the classifications of the stand-alone classifier and the HMM smoothed classifications. One observation to be made from the results is that there is a decrease in performance of the stand-alone classifiers when compared to the results described in Activity Classifcation evaluations. The main reason for the decrease in performance can be attributed to the delay of the system in adapting to the phone position change. When a user changes the position of the phone, the system is unable to identify the change in position until a walking activity is performed. However, it can also be seen that this performance loss can be cancelled out, and improved, by utilizing the HMM. It can be seen that the HMM smoothing resulted in an overall increase in precision and recall by 9.1% and 9.5% respectively. These results show that our overall classification process can be utilized to accurately classify activities from a phone with relatively no constraints on how the phone is placed on the subject. 
Conclusion
While the results presented in this work cannot be directly compared to other work in the area due to different data sets being utilized, it can be seen that the results are similar to other works which have used more restricted or invasive sensors placements. Lester et al. [10] use a sensor which can be placed at 3 different locations, but the sensor must be strapped to these locations. From a data set of 8 activities, collected from 12 subjects, they reported precision and recall scores of 84.9 and 84.2 respectively. Henpraserttae et al. [5] propose a smart phone based location and orientation independent recognition systems. Two experiments with 5 subjects, per experiment, performing six activities were conducted: one experiment with a device fixed on the waist in sixteen different orientations and another experiment with three different device locations (i.e., shirtpocket, trouser-pocket and waist) in two different device orientations. While many evaluations on different locations and orientations were carried out, the evaluation of combined location and orientation independence was limited as location independent experiments were carried out with the device in a fixed orientation. It is therefore difficult to know how this technique would perform at arbitrary orientations in a shirt pocket for example. Results show that the methods can achieve location or orientation independent classification with accuracies of approx. 90%. The work in [10] and [5] have proposed methods which have successfully reduced the placement restrictions of sensors when compared to previous studies such as the work of Bieber et al. [2] , Kwapisz et al. [9] and Gyllensten et al. [4] . The main contribution of this paper is that we extend on these previous works and propose a set of techniques which can further reduce invasiveness and restrictions on sensor placement without negatively impacting on the classification performance.
In this paper we have discussed the impact real world activity recognition systems could have on health and wellness monitoring. However, in order for these system to be used in real world scenarios, the activity sensing modality must unobtrusively fit the human environment rather than forcing humans to adhere to sensor specific conditions. Rather than constraining a user to place specialized sensors at specific locations and orientations, we show that using sensors, with unconstrained placements, can still be utilized to carry out accurate activity recognition. This is a significant result as it shows that, by using the set of techniques discussed in this work, accurate activity classification can be carried out even when there is very little constraints on how the actual sensor is placed on the subject.
